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Overview  
 
• The legal context 

• Decarbonisation sector by sector 

• A policy framework 

• Opportunities and concerns 

 

 

 



The UK’s statutory 5-year carbon budgets 

Source: Committee on Climate Change (2012) 

Cutting emissions in half by 2025 (relative to 1990) 

PS:  Current emissions pa 



How are we doing?  

Source: CCC (2012) 

Emissions are down, mostly due to economic factors 

• First carbon budget (2008-12) will be met 
• Recommendation not to “bank” possible over-performance 
• Step change is needed to meet future budgets 

emissions in traded sector            emissions in not-traded sector 



Indicative emissions trajectories 

Source: Committee on Climate Change (2010) 

Different sectors will have different emission reduction paths 



Emissions by UK country 
N Ireland has higher agricultural emissions, lower energy emissions 
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Electric power emissions 

Source: Committee on Climate Change (2010) 

Electricity generation needs to be all but carbon-free in 20 years 



How are we doing?  

Source: CCC (2012) 

Renewables broadly on track, nuclear and CCS probably behind 

• Healthy renewables pipeline (11GW), but planning bottlenecks persist 
• Some very recent movements on CCS and nuclear 
• Policy uncertainty related to new energy bill and interest in shale gas 



Emissions from buildings 
Push in energy efficiency and gradual introduction of renewable heat 



How are we doing?  

Source: CCC (2012) 

Some progress, but  more effort needed to unlock “difficult” options 

• Cavity wall and loft insulation on track but solid walls well behind 
• Renewable heat only now taking off based on new policies 
• Weather factors (warm/cold winters) affect annual emissions picture 

Cavity wall  insulation             Renewable heat 



Source: Committee on Climate Change (2010) 

Transport emissions 
Technological change dominates demand management 



How are we doing?  

Source: CCC (2012) 

Carbon efficiency of  new cars is improving rapidly 

• Better fuel efficiency overall and switch to best-in-class 
• Slow uptake of electric (hybrid or battery) cars, but new models are 

brought to market 
• Limited success of behavioural measures (eco-driving, speed limits) 

Carbon intensity over time         Carbon intensity by car segment (2011) 
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The key elements of climate policy 

Put a price 

on carbon 

Support low-carbon 

 technology 

Remove barriers to  

energy efficiency 

Source: Stern 2007 

Address climate 

change externality 

Address market failures 

related to RDD&D 

Address market and behaviour 

issues related to energy use 



A complex landscape: price measures 

• Cap and trade schemes 

• EU Emissions Trading Scheme 

• Carbon taxes 

• Climate Change Levy (diluted through Climate Change 

Agreements) 

• Renewable energy incentives 

• Renewable obligation / Contract for Difference (large scale) 

• Feed-in tariff (up to 5MW) 

• Renewable heat incentive 

• “Accidental” price measures 

• Fuel duty: primary purpose is fiscal 

• Landfill tax: primary duty is waste management 

 

 

 

 



A complex landscape: non-price measures 

• Supplier obligations 

• Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT) 

• Financial assistance 

• “Green Deal” (for building efficiency) 

• Green Investment Bank (for large investments) 

• Information and technical assistance 

• Carbon Trust, Energy Savings Trust 

• Reputation and management incentives 

• CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 



Policy area Scotland Wales Northern Ireland 

Power sector Energy market reserved Energy market is 
devolved 

(but will be affected by 
carbon price floor – UK-

wide) 

Planning devolved Planning (large power 
stations) reserved 

Residential sector Supplier obligation programmes reserved 
Policies all devolved 

Fuel poverty is devolved 

Transport EU/UK policy on biofuels and new car efficiency 

Policies on transport demand are devolved 

Industry EU/UK policies apply – EU ETS, CCAs, CCL, CRC 

Providing advice to SMEs for example - devolved 

Agriculture and land 
use 

Though operating within the EU CAP framework – policy is devolved 
within the UK 

Waste Covered by EU landfill tax – but within the UK, policy is devolved 

Renewable heat Covered by the UK RHI Not covered by RHI – a 
separate scheme 

operates 

Devolved policy Reserved policy NI Policy levers 
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Concern: Competitiveness 
Limited to a few industries, but are there better tools than free permits? 

Source: CCC (2008) 



Tariff structure 

(e.g. block tariffs) 

Income support 

(e.g. winter fuel payments) 

Targeted energy 

efficiency 

Concern: Impact on fuel poverty 
Energy efficiency could offset the effect of higher energy prices 
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Sources: Carbon Salary Survey 2009; Kammen et al (2006) 

1.0 

Salaries in carbon trading (2008)                     Labour intensity of energy 

Opportunity: Job creation? 
Quality of jobs (productivity) is more important than quantity 
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